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• Peer-reviewed publishing platform for Horizon 2020/Europe grantees

• For original research funded at least partially by the EC

• Publishes in all disciplines

• Optional service, at no cost to researchers to publish during and after end of 

their projects

• Innovative publishing model 

• Post-publication open peer-review: first publication and then open review (both reviewer 

names and reviews open)

• All articles and reviews open access under CC BY licenses

• High scientific standards, rigorous policies/guidelines steered by Scientific 

Advisory Board

• Supports variety of article types, enabling publishing throughout research 

process

• Transparent and rigorous publishing process for transparent and reproducible 

research

What is ORE? (1/2)



• Launched in March 2021:  ~400 publications in all fields

• Researcher-led community gateways and collections in particular fields

(ca. 120 gateway/collections advisors; over 30 gateways, over 90 

collections)

• Indexed in Scopus, ERIH+, Inspec and gradually other important indexers & 

national lists (no JIF!)

• Operated though a public procurement (currently serviced by F1000 

Research Ltd).

• The platform will continue serving only the EC and operate through 

procurement until approximately mid-2026. Plans for expanding 

collaboration with other funders thereafter

What is ORE? (2/2)



• EC leads by example in operationalising open science practices within 

scientific publishing in line with policy priorities

• Supports Horizon Europe strategy and compliance with contractual 

obligations

• Supports institutional not-for-profit open access publishing for the public 

good

• Supports transparency and cost-efficiency in publishing

• It is part of the European Research Area and the Commission is committed 

to it.

ORE in line with policy and programme strategy



An innovative model

Author-led with checks & support

✓ Plagiarism checks

✓ Authorship criteria

✓ Ethical approval

✓ Adherence to policies & 

guidelines

✓ Language review

✓ Data availability

✓ Analysis of the method
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Publishing throughout the research process



An example of an article



An example of a review



• Reviewers are suggested by article authors, with the editorial team ensuring 

they meet necessary criteria (incl. conflicts of interest) or suggesting 

additional expertise

• An extensive list of questions, which must be answered, guides the review 

process, appropriate for different domains; there is also a reviewer code of 

conduct to be followed

• Once all necessary reviews performed, the editorial team checks for 

process, content, language and correct status, and completes the publishing 

process

The peer review process



• Reviewers are suggested by article authors, with the editorial team ensuring 

they meet necessary criteria (incl. conflicts of interest) or suggesting 

additional expertise
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The peer review process



Open peer review: a win-win situation



Research supported across all disciplines



Three different ways to 
organize your research in ORE



By funding programme



By specific area of research



By community, project or conference



Interest and influence: altmetric indicators



ORE as a collectively funded 
non-profit publishing service 
(2026 onwards)



• A top-quality, trusted collective OA publishing service for the public good

• Collectively driven, owned and supported by research funders and 

research institutions, as a service for researchers, with no author fees

• Supported by an open source infrastructure

• Ambition for a publishing service without eligibility criteria

• Keep it optional yet attractive to answer researchers’ needs

A vision for ORE beyond 2026



• 2022 Council Conclusions on ‘Research assessment and implementation

of open science’ (FR)

• 2023 (upcoming in May) Council Conclusions on ‘High-quality, transparent, 

open, trustworthy and equitable scholarly publishing’ (SE)

• Both invite MS and funders to support and participate in ORE

Policy support



Taking into consideration:

• ‘Future of Scholarly Publishing and Scholarly Communication’ 

2019 report of expert group to the EC

• International Science Council Fundamental Principles for Scientific Publishing

• 2021 UNESCO Open Science Recommendation

• Relevant work by other groups, e.g. cOAlition S, Open Research Central

• Work relevant to the Reform of Research Assessment, e.g. In the content of the Coalition for 

the Advancement of Research Assessment (COARA) 

• Relevant work in the area of Diamond Open Access, e.g. 2022 ‘Action Plan for Diamond 

Open Access’, EC-funded project results and infrastructures

Establishing a shared vision for the future of ORE



• Discussing with national funders and stakeholders and....

• Scoping report: vision, financial and operational model, roadmap
− Costing model, funding scheme 

− Operating model, governance 

− Timeline 

• Indication of funder support
− unofficial, e.g. letter of intent/support

• Options for organisation to operate ORE
− legal & organisational preparation: hosting, statute, bylaws …

• 2024 and 2025 preparations. Mid 2026 new configuration of ORE

Focus of work



• Ensuring High-Quality Research and its Integrity

• Maximizing Accessibility and Usability

• Supporting an Expanding Range of Contributions

• A Distributed, Open Infrastructure

• Equity, Diversity & Inclusivity

• Community Building

• Facilitating the Evaluation of Research

• Promoting Flexibility & Innovation

• Cost-Effectiveness

• Accountability to the Research Community & the Public

Ten Principles for ORE



• https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/

• https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/about

• https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/faqs

• Open Research Europe infographic

• Open Research Europe playlist in DG R& I Youtube channel

• @OpenResearch_EU Twitter account

ORE resources 

https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/
https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/about
https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/faqs
https://op.europa.eu/s/pLFf
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvpwIjZTs-LgHBZ3t5k_HQGZrmqnYSrIW
https://twitter.com/OpenResearch_EU
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